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Biography

Melodic Groove Metal, what more could you want? Source of Rage from
Lower-Saxony/Germany stands for making you bang your necks like there’s no tomorrow
while still delivering catchy melodies paired with technical refinement – to be clear, Source of
Rage is representing everything you need for getting the vibe and groove of heavy music and
having a good time with a nice and cool drink.
Oliver Roffmann and the three brothers Marko, Riko and Thilo Krause are the perfect musical
and personal matchup. The first EP entitled antagonize was released in 2015, followed by the
full-length-debut Realise the Scope two years later, which was recorded at Institut für
Wohlklangforschung/Hannover. The album deals with the topics of friction, aggression,
different approaches to thinking and the resulting positive energy within the people.
This unique mixture led to the participation and the triumph in the national final of the
Wacken Open Air Metal Battle. Besides gigs at Wacken Open Air and Dong Open Air, where
Source of Rage shared the stage with bands like Kataklysm, Alestorm, Insomnium and many
more, they released several music- and live-videos promoting Realise the Scope and gained
experiences on international stages.
After releasing the single Aware in 2021, produced by the internationally renowned producer
Lasse Lammert at LSD-Studios in Lübeck, Source of Rage entered the studio again to start the
recordings for the successor of Realise the Scope. In spring of 2022 Source of Rage signed with
Metalville Records by which Witness the Mess, again produced by Johann Huke and mastered
by Lasse Lammert, was finally released in July 2022.
With more advanced songs combined with the label support Source of Rage are taking the
next steps to elaborate their unique selling point in terms of sound and content topics. In the
long run it is Source of Rage’s intention to stand out of the great mass of good modern metal
bands.
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Rider

Source of Rage (f.l.t.r.)
Thilo Krause Bass, Backing Vocals
Marko Krause Vocals
Oliver Roffmann Guitar
Riko Krause Drums

Social Media
Homepage YouTube
Instagram Facebook

Current videos
Aware (Single 2021)
Purify Me (Single 2022)
The Eyes of the Restless (Single 2022)
Replay the Scenes – Live @ Wacken Open Air 2019

Promo-Pics
Promo-Pic 1 I Promo-Pic 2 I Promo-Pic 3 I Promo-Pic 4

Discographie Misc
2015 antagonize Logos Black/White
2017 Realise the Scope Upcoming Shows
2022 Witness the Mess
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